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II.

; ( ■ I ) 14-02-001,' The Utility ReformPu

Network (TURN) submits these comments on tli s Preliminary Scoping Memo (“PSM”).

As an initial matter, TURN compliments the Commission for issuing ; that

positions it to consider electricity reliability and market issues in a deliberate and factual manner.

Such an approach will be critical to making changes to Commission policy and practices that

maintain reliability at reasonable cost. TURN looks forward to participating in such a reasoned

process.

TURN recommends the Commission take the following actions regarding the PSM’s

proposed schedule, issues and categorizations:

iv k are an Initial Reliability Planning Assessment befo, ■ ■ • t tins: TURN

strongly recommends that a version of the study contemplated by Track 2 be performed

before the remainder of the work in Track 1 is initiated.

II1 'larify f'< ■ k 2 Issues: TURN suggests a revised statement of the issues for Track 2.

If xpand I > ck 3 cation, not Just Identification, of Risks:

TURN recommends ided to include quantification of the potential

costs of some of the risks the PRM cites.

xtend the Track 3 Schedule to Match the Related CAISO Stakeholder Process: TURN

recommends the Commission anticipate considering Track 3 issues well after September

2014 so it may address issues arising in the relevant CAISO stakeholder process.

If 'hange i"> ■ ' Ttcgory to Ratesetting: TURN believes Track 3 should be more

properly categorized as ratesetting rather than quasi-legislative.

i. 7 at p. 27 and Section 8 at pp. 21-22 oft > ■ I..1
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iv '' id to R c TURNss

the Commission recognize that hearings may be required to assess factualrecorn

issues that may arise in this ease and allow parties the opportunity to request hearings as

ft progresses.

II. 1
f

Commission consideration of the multi-}1

Adequacy icuremcnt requirements contemplated by Track 1. Before any reasoned

review of such a requirement can be made, the Commission and parties need basic facts about

the Commission’s procurement policies and the amounts of procurement that take place under 

such policies.2 Consistent with TURN’S past statements on the Joint Reliability Plan (JRP)y’

TURN urges Commission staff to prepare as an initial task in Track 1 a working version of the

type of “reliability planning assessment” contemplated for Track 2. Such materials would

provide a factual basis for Track 1 discussions and counter many of the urban myths surrounding

Commission procurement policy. The study could also be expanded to explore additional, more

detailed load, resource and contract issues while Track 1 is being conducted. Finally, such

information would also be helpful to market participants.

2 The Rulemaking could be read to mean that the only Commission policies that result in
capacity procurement are the I.otig-Term Procurement Plan and the Resource Adequacy
processes. TURN understands that the Commission and its staff know7 this not to be the case.
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TURN believes such a reliability planning study could be performed with reasonable

effort before Track 1 begins. TURN and the Commission’s Office of Ratepayer Advocates

repared similar studies last year and believe Energy Division (ED) staff could and

should readily provide even more complete and current analyses as an integral part of the Track

4,51 staff proposal

..I I, , i ■,» WOULD BENEFIT FROI I,111.

TURN is pleased the Commission will begin to produce the “reliability planning

assessments” (“RPA”) envisioned by the JRP. TURN believes the four sets of questions posed at

p. 12 of the OIR are somewhat unclear and would benefit from clarification along the lines of the

folio ne format as the issues for Track 1 and Track 3:

scope and method for1

MJflUUWUllH, INFRA Will ilCCU IU UC UU1 11ICU.

a. What years should be analyzed9

b. Which potential capacity needs should be assessed (e.g., system, local and/or 

flexible)9

c. What types of planning scenarios should be considered9

d. What planning criteria or other measures should be applied9

c. What assumptions should be made about future resource additions and 

retirements9

The sources of data need to be2. I i" , i be used to p 

identified and issues related to use of such data need to be resolved.

M, pp. 1.7 and Figures 1 to 5, particularly Figures 4 and 5. 1.hough OR.A presented its analysis
at the FERC 1.echnical Conference in fi.000,1.URN understands that ORA’s analysis is not
available on.line.

4

TURN does not believe the reliability analysis for Track: 1 needs to be as extensive as the
analyses now being envisioned for Track 2 may be. 1.URN also believes that the reliability analysis for
1.rack 1 should not presuppose the final design of the analyses that will emerge from Track 2.

5
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What sources of data should be used regarding the: IOUs’ procurement9 Energy 

Services Providers’ procurement? Community Choice Aggregators’ 

procurement9 Publicly-Owned Utilities’ procurement9

I.low much of such procurement information can be made public9 I.low can such

public disclosure be maximized9

I.low can the confidentiality of market participants’ commercially-scnsitive data

be protected9

a.

b.

c.

timing and3.

b. What entities should be responsible for performing such updates9

I.low will other parties be able to suggest changes to the scope, methodology and

data sources over time9

I.low will entities updating the RPA determine scope, methodology and data

sources for future RPAs?

c.

d.

In identifying the above issues, TURN is not intending to suggest that the reliability

planning assessment should be complex, or burdensome to prepare. : contrary, TURN

believes that such assessments will be timely and valuable to both public policy discussions and

market participants if they remain focused and avoid extraneous details.

LUDEIV.
(SKS

TURN appreciates the Commission’s concern that certain risks that may be inherent in

allowing Load-Serving Entities (l.SEs) to participate in a CAISO backstop mechanism. These

4
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risks include the potential for a backstop mechanism to “become a de facto primary procurement

market” or that the “FERC or the courts will overturn rules” regarding the mechanism.6

The mere identification of such risks, however, is not sufficient for fully-informed

Commission consideration of Track 3 issues. The Track 3 record should also be enlightened by

an assessment of the impact of such risks, particularly the potential cost implications for

customers. For example, in one extreme and hopefully unlikely scenario, if a CAISO backstop

mechanism docs become the de facto procurement mechanism, and the FERC or the courts

decree that some or all utility-owned or contracted capacity will be subject to a Minimum Offer

Pricing Rule, it is conceivable that customers could be saddled with paying for substantial

amounts of expensive, excess capacity. An understanding of such potential outcomes and their

possible costs to ratepayers is critical to the Commission’s review of backstop procurement

mechanisms. TURN thus recommends the issues in Track 3 be explicitly expanded to include

quantification of the potential ratepayer costs of various risks and outcomes.

JDED 1V.

TURN believes the Commission should expect to continue its deliberations on Track 3

well beyond the workshop and comments envisioned for the second quarter of 2014, or even the

PSM’s anticipated decision date of September 2014. The CAISO’s goal for adoption of Phase 1

of its Reliability Services Initiative (RSI)..which will address the replacement for the Capacity

Procurement Mechanism (CPM)..is the fourth quarter of 2014 or the first quarter of 2015/ But

the evolution of the CAISO’s proposal over the next few months will not be predictable by the

OIR, Section 3.3, pp. 14-15.
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time parties file comments in June, or even by a decision date in September. As the Commission

knows, CAISO straw proposals can change radically over time, even very late in the stakeholder

process.8 A Commission decision in September may thus not address the CAISO’s final

proposal to replace the CPM. TURN recommends the Commission anticipate extending this

portion of the schedule considering Phase 1 of the RSI.

Further, the RSI has a Phase 2 with an unstated start date that could also address

momentous issues, including the adaption of a CPM to a potential multi-year forward

procurement requirement and review of need for risk-of-retirement backstop authority.9 The

Commission should thus plan to keep this Rulemaking open to consider its actions on those and

other matters as well.

-El.IT MGVI.

TURN believes Track 3 should be categorized as ratesetting rather than quasi-legislative.

.nigh, as described in the PS'M, much of the attention in Track 3 will be devoted to

developing a Commission policy regarding a CPM replacement, the PSM states that Track 3 will

also consider adopt :s relating to the extent to which CPUC-jurisdictional LSEs would be

authorized to use the market-based mechanism to meet their RA requirements. Such rules could

lead to specific directives to the LSEs with direct impacts on utility rates. Just as the RA and

rr i itii iij
ii 1DI XII l l11

1 1 1li11 1-
4 -Pi¥

. Summaries of the differences are provided from pages 7 to 10 of the 
CAISO’s January 23, 2014 stakeholder meeting presentation, available at

- I' ■

1 ustOffe ] CK

4 I, and from pages 7documents/F 1 n2 +
ii i

nd i eria-f x :iti>ctn T

M ustOl'ferObl i gation .pdf.
See slide 11 of CAISO presentation to its February 4, 2014 RSI stakeholder meeting.9
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LI.I'P proceedings are typically categorized as ratesetting because they affect the procurement

obligations of the utilities, Track 3 has the same potential to affect utility procurement

requirements and should be given the same categorization.

TIES ’I rVII.

”10The Rulemaking states “[ejvidentiary hearings are not anticipated at this time. TURN

does not take issue with the word “anticipated” in this finding, but docs ask the Commission to

keep firmly in mind the possibility that hearings could be needed to address factual issues that

may emerge as 1 :>ceeds. A determination that evidentiary hearings are not needed

should thus be tentative and subject to a proccdurally proper request for evidentiary hearings by

a party at a later point in any of the three Tracks.

VIII. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, V recommends that the PSM be modified as set

forth in this pleading.

Dated: February 20, 2014 Respectfully submitted,

/s/By:
Thomas J. Long

Thom a: 
THE i: 
785 Me 
San Fix 
Phone: 
Fax: ('
Email:

10 Rulemaking, OP 3 (p. 26). See also Section 6 at p. 19.
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